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a b s t r a c t 
Our objective here is to obtain quality-fused values from multiple sources of probabilistic distributions, 
where quality is related to the lack of uncertainty in the fused value and the use of credible sources. We 
first introduce a vector representation for a probability distribution. With the aid of the Gini formulation 
of entropy, we show how the norm of the vector provides a measure of the certainty, i.e., information, 
associated with a probability distribution. We look at two special cases of fusion for source inputs those 
that are maximally uncertain and certain. We provide a measure of credibility associated with subsets of 
sources. We look at the issue of finding the highest quality fused value from the weighted aggregations 
of source provided probability distributions. 
© 2016 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. 
1. Introduction 
The use of fusion to combine data provided by multiple sources 
about the value of a variable is common in many applications [1] . 
One rational for fusing probabilistic distributions provided by mul- 
tiple sources is to improve the quality of the information to de- 
cision makers [2] . Our interest here is looking at the problem of 
obtaining high quality fused values. One aspect of this quality is 
a reduction in the uncertainty of the information. Unfortunately, 
combining probability distributions information does not always 
result in a probability distribution with less uncertainty, this par- 
ticularly is the case when the data that are being fused is conflict- 
ing. In order to formally quantify the uncertainty associated with a 
probability distribution we will use the concept of entropy. A sec- 
ond contributing factor to the association of quality with a fused 
value is that we have used quality sources of information, the more 
of these sources used, the more credible the results of the fusion 
process. In order to capture this criterion of a quality fusion we 
introduce a measure of credibility associated with use of various 
subsets of the sources. Here we provide a quantification of the no- 
tion of a quality fusion based on the objective of providing fused 
values having little uncertainty based on a credible subset of the 
sources. 
∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: + 1 212 249 2047. 
E-mail addresses: yager@panix.com (R.R. Yager), fred.petry@nrlssc.navy.mil (F. 
Petry). 
2. Vector representation of probability distributions 
Assume P i is a probability distribution on the space X = { x 1 , …, 
x n } where p ij is the probability of the occurrence of x j . Here, each 
p ij ∈ [0, 1] and 
∑ n 
j=1 p i j = 1 . For our purposes in the following we 
shall find it useful, at times, to represent a probability distribution 
as an n- dimensional vector P i = [ p i 1 , p i 2 , …, p in ]. Here the vector 
has the special properties that all its components lie in the unit 
interval and their sum is one. 
If P i for i = 1 to q are a collection of probability distribution 
vectors then their weighed sum, P = ∑ q 
i =1 w i P i , is another vec- 
tor whose components are p j = 
∑ q 
i =1 w i p i j . Furthermore, if the 
weights are standard weights, w i ∈ [0, 1] and 
∑ q 
i =1 w i = 1 , then 
P is also a probability distribution vector. 
Another operation on vectors is the dot or inner product, see 
Bustince and Burillo [3] . If P i and P k are two probability vectors on 
the space X then their dot product is 
P i · P k = 
n ∑ 
j=1 
p i j p k j . 
We emphasize that the dot product is a scalar value. Further- 
more, in the case where P i and P k are probability distributions then 
0 ≤ P i  P k ≤ 1. A special case of dot product is where P i and P k 
are the same then P i · P k = 
∑ n 
j=1 ( p i j ) 
2 
. For notational simplicity at 
times when it causes no confusion, we shall simply use P i P k for 
the dot product. 
An important concept that is associated with this self dot prod- 
uct is the idea of the norm of the vector. In particular then norm 
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.inffus.2016.02.005 
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Fig. 1. Angle between probabilistic vectors. 
‖ P i ‖ = 
√ 
P i P i = ( 
∑ n 
j=1 ( p i j ) 
2 ) 1 / 2 . The norm is referred to as the Eu- 
clidean length of a vector. Because of the special properties of the 
probability distribution vector, p ij ∈ [0, 1] and i p ij =1, it can be 
easily shown that the maximal value of ‖ P i ‖ occurs when one 
p ij =1 and all other p ij =0. In this case, ‖ P i ‖=1. Furthermore, in 
this case of a probability distribution vector the minimum value 
of ‖ P i ‖ occurs when all p ij =1/ n and this has the value ‖ P i ‖ = 
( 
∑ n 
i =1 ( 
1 
n ) 
2 
) 1 / 2 = ( 1 n ) 1 / 2 = 1 √ n . We note for the self dot product, 
P i P i =‖ P i ‖ 2 we have a maximal value of one and minimal value of 
1 
n when all p i j = 1 n . 
In the following we shall benefit from the use of an illustration 
of the probability vector in the two-dimensional case as shown in 
Fig. 1. 
If P i and P K are two probability vectors it is known [4] that the 
Cosine of the angle between them denoted θ ik is expressed as 
cos ( θik ) = 
P i P k 
|| P i |||| P k || 
We note cos( θ ik ) is the dot product of P i and P k divided by their 
respective norms. It is well known that if cos( θ ik ) ∈ [0, 1], as is the 
case when P i and P k are probability distribution vectors, that θ ik ∈ 
[0, π2 ]. 
We further see that if P i =P k then cos ( θik ) = P i P k || P i || || P k || = 
P 2 
i 
|| P i | | 2 = 
P 2 
i 
P 2 
i 
= 1 . Thus if P i and P k are the same, coincident, then cos( θ ik ) 
= 1. Furthermore it is known in this case that θ ik =0. At the 
other extreme is the case where P i and P k are orthogonal, 
P i P k = 
∑ n 
j=1 p i j p k j = 0 where cos ( θik ) = P i P k || P i || || P k || = 0 . We get in this 
case that θ ik = π2 . We note that in the case where P i and P k are 
orthogonal then p ij =0 when p ik  = 0 and p ik =0 when p ij  = 0. 
We illustrate these extremes of coincident and orthogonal dis- 
tributions for the two dimensional case in Fig. 2. 
We note in the n -dimensional case a prototype example of or- 
thogonality occurs when P i has p i j1 = 1 and P k is p k j2 = 1 . Here 
they each completely support different outcomes. 
In [5] we suggested that cos( θ ik ) can be used as measure of the 
degree of compatibility, Comp, between the two probability distri- 
butions, thus 
Comp ( P i , P k ) = 
P i P k 
|| P i || || P k || 
Here Comp( P i , P k ) ∈ [0, 1] and the closer to one the more com- 
patible the probability distributions. Furthermore 1 − Comp( P i , P k ), 
denoted Conf( P i , P k ), can be seen as the degree of conflict between 
the two probability distributions. We note that if P i and P k are or- 
thogonal then Comp( P i , P k ) = 0 that Conf( P i , P k ) = 1. On the other 
hand if P i and P k are coincident, the same, then Comp( P i , P k ) = 1 
and Conf( P i , P k ) = 0. 
An interesting special case occurs when one of the distribu- 
tions, P i , has p i j = 1 n for all j . Here we previously noted ‖ P i ‖ = 
( 1 n ) 
1 / 2 . Consider now Comp( P i , P k ) where P i is this uniform prob- 
ability distribution. Here Comp( P i , P k ) = P i P k || P i || || P k || . However in this 
case 
P i P k = 
n ∑ 
j=1 
p i j p k j = 
1 
n 
n ∑ 
i =1 
p k j = 
1 
n 
and thus Comp( P i , P k ) = 
1 
n 
|| P k || ( 1 n ) 
1 / 2 = ( 
1 
n ) 
1 / 2 
|| P k || = 
1 √ 
n 
= 1 || P k || . Two spe- 
cial cases of P k are worth commenting on. If P k is a certain distri- 
bution, it has p kj =1 for one element, then || P k || = 1 and Comp( P i , 
P k ) = 1 √ n . If P k is also a uniform probability distribution, all p kj =
1 
n , 
here then || P k || = 1 √ n and we get Comp( P i , P k ) = 1. 
3. Entropy, certainty and information 
An important concept associated with a probability distribution 
on the space X = { x 1 , …, x n } is the idea of entropy [6,7] . The most 
common measure of entropy is the Shannon entropy. Here if P is a 
probability distribution on the space with p j the probability associ- 
ated with x j , then the Shannon entropy is H ( P ) = −
∑ n 
j=1 p j ln ( p j ) . It 
is well known that the maximal entropy occurs when all p i = 1 n in 
which case H ( P ) = ln( n ). The minimal entropy occurs for the case 
when one p j =1 and all other p j =0, in this case H ( P ) = 0. What 
is clear is that the entropy is measuring the uncertainty associ- 
ated with the probability distribution, the more uncertainty the 
more entropy. The complimentary idea of entropy is certainty (or 
Fig. 2. Different relationships between probabilistic distributions. 
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information). The smaller the entropy the more information con- 
veyed by a probability distribution. What should be clear is that 
for decision-making purposes we prefer distributions with smaller 
entropy as we have less uncertainty, more information. 
While the Shannon entropy is the most well known formulation 
of entropy other formulations have been suggested [8-11] , particu- 
larly in an attempt to overcome the complexity involved in work- 
ing with the ln. One successful alternative formulation is the Gini 
entropy [12] which is much simpler to work with. The Gini entropy 
of the probability distribution P on X is 
G ( P ) = 1 −
n ∑ 
j=1 
p 2 j 
The Gini entropy is coincidental with the Shannon entropy in 
the sense the G ( P ) assumes its maximal value when all p j = 1 n and 
assumes its minimum value when one p j =1. While the Shannon 
entropy is based on the term p j ln( p j ) the Gini entropy is based on 
the term p 2 
j 
. 
In the following we shall find it convenient to use the Gini en- 
tropy. Again we see that bigger the value of G ( P ) the more un- 
certainty in the knowledge provided by the probability distribu- 
tion. On the other hand the smaller G ( P ) the more certainty in the 
knowledge provided by the probability distribution, it is common 
to refer to this as being more information. Thus to increase cer- 
tainty or information we decrease the entropy. 
What is very notable about the Gini formulation for entropy is 
that it very clearly indicates what is needed to decrease entropy, 
increase the certainty or information. In particular, by increasing ∑ n 
j=1 p 
2 
j 
we decrease the entropy or uncertainty, we increase in- 
formation. 
Furthermore, in using the vector representation of the probabil- 
ity distribution P the norm of P , || P || = ( ∑ n j=1 p 2 j ) 1 / 2 . Thus we see 
that increasing the norm of the distribution serves to decrease the 
entropy, increase its information content. We note that || P || takes 
its maximal value of 1 with p j =1 for some x j and all other p j =0. 
In addition the Min value of || P || under the constraint that all p j ∈ 
[0, 1] and 
∑ n 
j=1 p j = 1 occurs when all p j =1/ n . 
Since our interest will be on obtaining probability distributions 
with more information we shall focus on how the term 
∑ n 
j=1 p 
2 
j 
or 
its norm is affected by various operations. We shall refer to term 
|| P || 2 as the NegEnt and semantically see it as a measure of infor- 
mation or certainty. Here again we note that 1 n ≤ || P || 2 ≤ 1 and 1 √ n 
≤ || P || ≤ 1. 
Assume P and Q are two probability vectors on the space X and 
that the relation between these is 
q 1 = p 1 − α
q 2 = p 2 + α
q j = p j for j = 3 to n 
for α ≥ 0. We see here 
n ∑ 
j=1 
q 2 j = ( p 1 − α) 2 + ( p 2 + α) 2 + 
n ∑ 
j=3 
p 2 j 
We note that since ( p 1 − α) 2 = p 2 1 − 2 αp 1 +α2 and 
( p 2 +α) 2 = p 2 2 +2 αp 2 +α2 we get 
n ∑ 
j=1 
q 2 j −
n ∑ 
j=1 
p 2 j = 2 α1 ( p 2 − p 1 ) + 2 α2 = 2 α(( p 2 − p 1 ) + α) 
We observe that if p 2 > p 1 then Q 
2 > P 2 and we have decreased 
the entropy, increased the certainty. Thus moving some amount of 
probability from an element with less probability to one of greater 
probability increases the norm, the certainty. We also observe that 
even if p 1 =p 2 then Q 2 > P 2 . Thus if two elements have the same 
probability moving some probability from one element to the other 
increases the norm, increases the certainty. If p 2 < p 1 the situation 
is more complex. If α < | p 1 − p 2 | then we decrease certainty but 
if α > | p 1 − p 2 | we increase the certainty, in this case we have 
moved enough probability to overcome the initial difference and 
essentially reversed the relationship. 
We consider another related situation. Assume P = [ p 1 , p 2 , …, 
p n ] is a probability distribution such that two elements, p 1 and 
p 2 share an amount of probability . We ask what is the allo- 
cation of the probability  between p 1 and p 2 that results in 
the largest norm, the most certainty, smallest entropy. We see 
P 2 = ∑ n j=1 p 2 i = p 2 1 + p 2 2 + ∑ n j=3 p 2 j . Assume we assign a to one of p 1 
or p 2 and  − a to the other. In this case 
P 2 = a 2 + ( − a ) 2 + 
n ∑ 
j=3 
p 2 j = a 2 + 2 − 2 a  + a 2 + 
= 2 a 2 − 2 a  + 2 + 
n ∑ 
j=3 
p 2 j 
Taking the derivative of P with respect to a we get ∂ P 
2 
∂a 
= 4 a −
2 . Setting this to zero gives a = 2 . To find the maximum of P 2 
we must evaluate P 2 at a = 2 and the two end points, a = 0 and 
a =  thus 
a P 2 
0 2 + 
n ∑ 
j=3 
p 2 j 

2 
= 
2 
2 
n ∑ 
j=3 
p 2 j 
 2 + 0 + 
n ∑ 
j=3 
p 2 j 
Thus we see that the maximal value of P 2 occurs when we give 
all the  to one of the components. 
A concept closely related to entropy is the idea of cross en- 
tropy [13,14] . If P and Q are two probability distributions on the 
space X = { x 1 , …, x n } then the standard definition of cross entropy 
is H ( P , Q ) = − ∑ n j=1 p j ln ( q j ) . We see this definition is in the spirit 
of the Shannon measure of entropy. Here we can define a re- 
lated measure in the spirit of the Gini index. In particular G ( P , 
Q ) = 1 −∑ n j=1 p j q j . The larger G ( P , Q ) the more different the prob- 
ability distributions, it is a kind of measure of difference between 
the distributions We note here that using the vector representation 
we can express 
∑ n 
j=1 p j q j as the dot product PQ . Furthermore we 
see that PQ is a kind of measure of relatedness of the two distri- 
butions, PQ is the negation of Gini measure of cross entropy. We 
note that as opposed to the Shannon type measure the Gini type 
measure is symmetric, G ( P , Q ) = G ( Q , P ). 
4. Information in maximally certain and uncertain distribution 
Consider now two probability distributions on X , P = [ p 1 , …, p n ] 
and Q = [ q 1 , …, q n ]. Their linear aggregation R = w 1 P + w 2 Q is a 
probability distribution when w 1 +w 2 =1. Here for each compo- 
nent r j of R we have, r j = ( w 1 p j +w 2 q j ). To calculate the information 
associated with R we calculate 
| | R | | 2 = n ∑ 
j=1 
( w 1 p j + w 2 q j ) 2 = 
n ∑ 
j=1 
(w 2 1 p 
2 
j 
+ w 2 2 q 2 j + 2 w 1 w 2 p j q j ) 
| | R | | 2 = w 2 1 
n ∑ 
j=1 
p 2 
j 
+ w 2 2 
n ∑ 
j=1 
q 2 
j 
+ 2 w 1 w 2 
n ∑ 
j=1 
p j q j 
| | R | | 2 = w 2 1 | | P | | 2 + w 2 2 | | Q | | 2 + 2 w 1 w 2 P Q 
where PQ denotes the dot product of P and Q . 
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In passing we note that since w 2 =1 − w 1 we have 
w 2 1 + w 2 2 + 2( w 1 w 2 ) = w 2 1 + (1 −w 1 ) 2 + 2( w 1 )(1 −w 1 ) 
= w 2 1 + (1 − 2 w 1 + w 2 1 ) + 2 w 1 − 2 w 2 1 = 1 
Thus w 2 1 + w 2 2 + 2 w 1 w 12 = 1 and hence || R || 2 is a weighted aver- 
age of components || P || 2 , || Q || 2 and PQ . 
We also observe that since cos( P , Q ) = PQ || P|| || Q|| we have 
‖ R ‖ 2 = w 2 1 ‖ P ‖ 2 + w 2 2 ‖ Q ‖ 2 + 2 w 1 w 2 ‖ P ‖ ‖ Q ‖ cos ( P, Q ) 
where cos( P , Q ) is the compatibility of P and Q . Thus the more 
compatible, the less conflict, the bigger the NegEnt, more informa- 
tion, contained in R . 
In the special case where w 1 = w 2 = 1 2 we have 
‖ R ‖ 2 = 1 
4 
‖ P ‖ 2 + 1 
4 
‖ Q ‖ 2 + 1 
2 
P Q = 1 
4 
‖ P ‖ 2 + 1 
4 
‖ Q ‖ 2 
+ 1 
2 
‖ P ‖ ‖ Q ‖ cos ( P, Q ) 
Let us focus on this case where w 1 = w 2 = 1 2 . 
If P and Q are two certain probability distributions, then || P || 
and || Q || = 1 and there are two cases of interest. The first case is 
when they are completely compatible, p j =q j =1 for some j . Here 
cos( P , Q ) = 1 and || R || 2 = 1 4 (1) + 1 4 (1) + 1 2 (1) = 1. On the other hand if 
they are completely conflicting, p j =1 and q k =1, then cos( P , Q )=0 
and || R || 2 = 1 4 + 1 4 + 0 = 1 2 
Assume P and Q are both maximally uncertain distributions, 
they have p j =q j =1/ n for all j . Here || P ||= || Q ||= (1/ n ) 1/2 and since 
we have shown in this case that cos( P , Q ) = 1 then 
‖ R ‖ 2 = 
(
1 
4 
)
1 
n 
+ 
(
1 
4 
)
1 
n 
+ 1 
2 
(
1 
n 
)1 / 2 (1 
n 
)1 / 2 
1 = 1 
n 
If P is a completely certain distribution, || P || = 1, and Q is a 
completely uncertain distribution, || Q || = ( 1 n ) 1 / 2 , then PQ = 1 n and 
|| R || 2 = 1 4 (1) + 1 4 1 n + 1 2 1 n = n + 3 4 n . 
Let us now consider the case where we have t probabil- 
ity distributions P 1 , …, P t where P i = [ p i 1 , …, p in ]. Assume now 
R = 1 t 
∑ t 
i =1 P i . Here then each component of R , r j = 1 t 
∑ t 
i =1 p i j . In this 
case 
‖ R ‖ 2 = 
n ∑ 
j=1 
r 2 j = 
n ∑ 
j=1 
(
1 
t 2 
)
( p 1 j + p 2 j + · · · + p t j ) 2 
‖ R ‖ 2 = 
t ∑ 
i =1 
1 
t 2 
( ‖ P i ‖ ) 2 + 
t ∑ 
i =1 
t ∑ 
k =1 
k = i 
1 
t 2 
P i · P k 
‖ R ‖ 2 = 
t ∑ 
i =1 
1 
t 2 
‖ P i ‖ 2 + 2 
t 2 
t−1 ∑ 
i =1 
t ∑ 
k = i +1 
P i · P k 
To understand how we obtained this last formula from ∑ n 
j=1 ( 
1 
t 2 
) ( p 1 j +p 2 j ++ p tj ) 2 we illustrate the situation for t=4. 
Consider the term, ( p 1 j +p 2 j +p 3 j +p 4 j ) 2 . The value of the squared 
sum can be best viewed in using the following matrix 
p 1 j p 2 j p 3 j p 4 j 
p 1 j 
p 2 j 
p 3 j 
p 4 j 
⎡ 
⎢ ⎣ 
p 1 j p 1 j p 1 j p 2 j p 1 j p 3 j p 1 j p 4 j 
p 2 j p 1 j p 2 j p 2 j p 2 j p 3 j p 2 j p 4 j 
p 3 j p 1 j p 3 j p 2 j p 3 j p 3 j p 3 j p 4 j 
p 4 j p 1 j p 4 j p 2 j p 4 j p 3 j p 4 j p 4 j 
⎤ 
⎥ ⎦ 
The value of the squared sum is equal to the sum of all the 
4 × 4 = 16 terms in the matrix. We can consider the matrix as 
consisting of three parts, the main diagonal and the upper and 
lower triangles. The sum of the term on the main diagonal is 
p 1 j p 1 j +p 2 j p 2 j +p 3 j p 3 j +p 4 j p 4 j . If we calculate this sum of these 
overall j = 1 to n we get 
n ∑ 
j=1 
p 2 1 j + 
n ∑ 
j=1 
p 2 2 j + 
n ∑ 
j=1 
p 2 3 j + 
n ∑ 
j=1 
p 2 4 j = 
4 ∑ 
i =1 
|| P i | | 2 
Consider now the upper and lower triangle. First note that they 
consist of exactly the same elements. So to find the sum of ele- 
ments in the upper and lower triangle we need just calculate the 
sum of one of them and multiply by two. Consider the upper tri- 
angle 
p 1 j p 2 j + p 1 j p 3 j + p 1 j p 4 j + p 2 j p 3 j + p 2 j p 4 j + p 3 j p 4 j 
With a little thought we see that we can express this sum 
as 
∑ 3 
i =1 ( 
∑ 4 
k = i +1 p i j p k j ) . If we now sum these over j = 1 to n 
we get 
∑ n 
j=1 ( 
∑ 3 
i =1 ( 
∑ 4 
k = i +1 p i j p k j )) = 
∑ 3 
i =1 ( 
∑ 4 
k = i +1 ( 
∑ n 
j=1 p i j p k j )) . 
However we observe that 
∑ n 
j=1 p i j p k j to the dot product 
P i P k . Thus the sum of the elements in the upper triangle 
is 
∑ 3 
i =1 
∑ 4 
k = i +1 P i · P k . Doubling this we get the sum of up- 
per and lower triangles, 2 
∑ 3 
i =1 
∑ 4 
k = i +1 P i • P k . Thus we get 
|| R || 2 = 1 
t 2 
∑ t 
i =1 || P i | | 2 + 2 t 2 
∑ t−1 
i =1 
∑ t 
k = i +1 + P 1 · P k 
We now consider the calculation of 
|| R || 2 = 1 
t 2 
∑ t 
i =1 || P i | | 2 + 2 t 2 
∑ t−1 
i =1 
∑ t 
k = i +1 P i · P k for some special cases. 
First we consider the case where all t probability distributions 
are certain distributions but may be conflicting in that they may 
be focused on different x j . In this case | P i || 
2 =1 for all i . We now 
partition the probability distributions into groups of agreement. 
For simplicity we let g j be the number of probability distributions 
that are focused on x j , these distributions are compatible. We note 
that 
∑ n 
i =1 g j = t . We observe that if a pair of certain distributions 
are in agreement then P i P k =1 otherwise P i P k =0. We see that 
2 
t 2 
∑ t 
i =1 
∑ t 
k = i +1 P i · P k can be seen as being equal to the 2 t 2 times 
number of pairs of distribution that are compatible. If g j are 
focused on x j then there are 
g j ! 
2!( g j −2)! = 
g j ( g j −1) 
2 = 
g 2 
j 
−g j 
2 pairs of 
elements in agreement. Thus in this case of all certain probability 
distributions we have 
‖ R ‖ 2 = 1 
t 2 
t + 2 
t 2 
n ∑ 
j=1 
g j ( g j − 1) 
2 
= 1 
t 
+ 1 
t 2 
n ∑ 
j=1 
g j ( g j − 1) . 
If all the elements agree on the same value, x 1 , then g 1 = t and 
all other g j =0 and we get 
‖ R ‖ 2 = 1 
t 
+ 1 
t 2 
( t ) ( t − 1 ) = 1 
t 
+ t 
2 − t 
t 2 
= 1 
t 
+ 1 − 1 
t 
= 1 
Assume half the distributions agree on one value and the other 
half agree on a second value. Here we have g 1 = t /2 and g 2 = t /2 
(we assume t even for simplicity) then we get 
‖ R ‖ 2 = 1 
t 
+ 1 
t 2 
(2) 
(
t 
2 
)(
t 
2 
− 1 
)
= 1 
t 
+ 1 
t 
(
t 
2 
− 1 
)
= 1 
t 
( 1 + t/ 2 − 1 ) = 0 . 5 
If one third of the distributions agree on different values, 
g 1 =g 2 =g 3 = t /3 then 
‖ R ‖ 2 = 1 
t 
+ 1 
t 2 
(3) 
(
t 
3 
)(
t 
3 
− 1 
)
= 1 
t 
+ 1 
t 
(
t 
3 
− 1 
)
= 1 
t 
[ 
1 + t 
3 
− 1 
] 
= 1 
3 
The value of || R || 2 for complex allocations of the g j can be cal- 
culated using our formula || R || 2 = 1 t + 1 t 2 
∑ n 
j=1 g j ( g j − 1) . 
Let us return to our formula || R || 2 =∑ t i =1 1 t 2 || P i || 2 + 2 t 2 ∑ t i =1 ∑ t 
k = i +1 P i P k and consider the situation where we have two classes 
of probability distributions. One being as in the preceding a cer- 
tainty distribution, one of its components is one. The other is a 
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pure uncertainty distribution here all elements are 1/ n . First we 
note for P i that has certainty, then || P i || 
2 =1. On the other hand 
for any P i that is pure uncertainty we have shown that || P i || 
2 =1/ n . 
Consider now the dot products. As in the preceding if both P i and 
P k are certainty then P i P k =1 if they agree on the certainty element 
and P i P k =0 if they disagree. Consider the situation when one of 
P i P k is pure uncertainty, for example P i . If the other distribution P k 
is certainty, we have P i P k = 
∑ n 
j=1 p i j p k j = 1 1 n = 1 n . If the other distri- 
bution is all pure uncertainty we get P i P k = 
∑ n 
j=1 p i j p k j = n n 2 = 1/ n . 
Thus we see independent of the second probability distribution if 
one of P i or P k is pure uncertainty then P i P k = 1 n . 
Let us now consider the calculation of || R || 2 in mixed case. As- 
sume t 1 of the distributions are pure certainty and t 2 are pure un- 
certainty. Furthermore, assume for j = 1 to n that g j of the pure cer- 
tainty distributions agree on the same value, x j , here 
∑ n 
j=1 g j = t 1 . 
In this case we get 
‖ R ‖ 2 = 1 
t 2 
(
t 1 + t − t 1 
n 
)
+ 2 
t 2 
1 
n 
S1 + 2 
t 2 
S2 
where S 1 = # of pairs containing at least a pure uncertainty distri- 
bution and S 2 = (# of pairs of two pure certainty distributions in 
agreement). We have already calculated the last term in the pre- 
ceding, that is 
2 
t 2 
S2 = 1 
t 2 
n ∑ 
j=1 
g j ( g j − 1) = 
1 
t 2 
n ∑ 
j=1 
(g 2 j − g j ) 
We must now calculate the number containing a pure uncer- 
tainty, S 1. 
First we note given t distributions there are (t)(t−1) 2 possible 
pairs. Given that there are t 1 distributions with pure certainty then 
there are 
( t 1 )( t 1 −1) 
2 pairs of elements consisting of two pure certain 
distributions. From this we can conclude that S 1, # of pairs con- 
taining at least one pure uncertainty distribution is 
S1 = (t)(t − 1) 
2 
− ( t 1 )( t 1 − 1) 
2 
= ( t 
2 − t 2 1 ) − (t − t 1 ) 
2 
= (t − t 1 )(t + t 1 ) − (t − t 1 ) 
2 
S1 = (t − t 1 )(t + t 1 − 1) 
2 
Combining all of these we get 
‖ R ‖ 2 = 1 
t 2 
[ 
t 1 + (t − t 1 ) 1 
n 
+ 1 
n 
((t − t 1 )(t + t 1 − 1)) 
+ 
n ∑ 
j=1 
g j ( g j − 1) 
] 
‖ R ‖ 2 = 1 
t 2 
[ 
t 1 + 
n ∑ 
j=1 
g j ( g j − 1)+ 
1 
n 
((t − t 1 )(t + t 1 ) 
] 
‖ R ‖ 2 = 1 
t 2 
[ 
t 1 + 
n ∑ 
j=1 
g j ( g j − 1) + 
1 
n 
( t 2 − t 2 1 ) 
] 
We note in the special case where all the pure certain distribu- 
tions agree, g 1 = t 1 and all other g j =0 we get 
‖ R ‖ 2 = 1 
t 2 
[ 
t 1 + t 1 ( t 1 − 1) + 1 
n 
( t 2 − t 2 1 ) 
] 
‖ R ‖ 2 = 1 
t 2 
[ 
t 2 1 + 
1 
n 
( t 2 − t 2 1 ) 
] 
5. Fusion of probability distributions 
We now turn to our major interest, the fusion of multi-source 
probabilistic information. Assume V is a variable that takes its 
value in the space X = { x 1 , …, x n }. In the following we let P i be a 
probability distribution on X indicating the information provided 
by source i regarding the value of V . Here we let each P i = [ p i 1 , …, 
p ij , …, p in ]. 
If we have t probability distributions, P i for i = 1 to t , then the 
distribution basic uniform fusion of these is a probability distribu- 
tion R = 1 t 
∑ t 
i =1 P i . Each component of R is r j = 1 t 
∑ t 
i =1 p i j . We have 
previously shown the associated NegEnt is 
‖ R ‖ 2 = 1 
t 2 
[ 
t ∑ 
i =1 
|| P i | | 2 + 2 
t−1 ∑ 
i =1 
t ∑ 
k = i +1 
P i P k 
] 
The larger || R || 2 the more information provided by the fusion. 
We note 
∑ t−1 
i =1 
∑ t 
k = i +1 P i P k consists of 
(t)(t−1) 
2 terms. Thus we see 
total number of terms being combined is t + 2(t) (t − 1) 2 = t 2 . Thus, 
this is a simple weighted average. Since each term is contained in 
[0, 1] and since this a simple weighted average then || R || 2 ∈ [0, 1]. 
For this aggregation we can calculate the average conflict be- 
tween the components. We first recall the degree of conflict be- 
tween P i and P k is 
Conf ( P i , P k ) = 1 − cos ( θik ) = 1 −
P i P k 
‖ P i ‖ ‖ P k ‖ 
Given that there are t distributions being combined then there 
are (t)(t−1) 2 distinct pairs of distributions. Thus the average conflict 
in this fusion is 
Ave Conf ( P i , P k ) = 
2 
(t)(t − 1) 
t−1 ∑ 
i =1 
t ∑ 
k = i +1 
(
1 − P i P k || P i |||| P k || 
)
= 1 − 2 
(t)(t − 1) 
t−1 ∑ 
i =1 
t ∑ 
k = i +1 
P i P k 
|| P i || || P k || 
We note here since each Conf( P j , P k ) ∈ [0, 1] then AveConf( P ) ∈ 
[0, 1]. 
Let P i for i = 1 to t , be a collection of probability distributions 
provided by multiple sources. Assume our purpose in combining 
these is to obtain a fused estimate for the value of V that gives us 
the most information about V . That is, we want our fused value 
to have a high NegEnt value, || R || 2 . We can make some observa- 
tions about || R || 2 . Pairs of probability distributions that are non- 
conflicting, P i P k large, tend to increase the NegEnt, the information, 
supplied by the aggregation. On the other hand those pairs with 
small compatibility, P i P k small, can tend to decrease the NegEnt. 
This reduction results from the fact that while pairs with small P i P k 
may add a little to the sum of the P i P k , they affect the value 
1 
t 2 
. We 
note that t 2 = t + t ( t − 1) it is the number of probability distribu- 
tions plus the number of pairs. Thus while a conflicting pair does 
not much affect the sum 
∑ t−1 
i =1 
∑ t 
k = i +1 P i P k it can reduce the || R || 
2 
because it is counted in the t 2 . 
It appears that one approach to obtaining fused values that 
have high NegEnt is to only fuse the probability distributions that 
have a high compatibility. However, by just looking at any fusion 
consisting of a subset of the probability distributions we are clearly 
losing credibility, persuasiveness, in the fusion. In order to take 
this into account we shall introduce a set measure that indicates 
the credibility of a fusion based on a simple weighted average of a 
subset of probability distributions. If Z = { P 1 , …, P t } the set of avail- 
able probability distributions then we define the set measure Cred: 
2 Z → [0, 1] such that for any subset B of Z , Cred( B ) indicates the 
credibility of a fusion based on only the distributions in B . We see 
that natural properties to require of such a set measure are the fol- 
lowing: 1. Cred( ∅ ) = 0, 2. Cred(Z) = 1 and 3. If A ⊆ B then Cred( A ) ≤
Cred( B ). 
Actually, more precisely, the credibility measure should be 
over the space of sources. However since there is a one to one 
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correspondence between a source and its provided probability dis- 
tribution for simplicity of notation we shall continue to refer to 
this credibility as being over the set of probability distributions. 
Let us look at some notable examples of credibility func- 
tions. One fundamental example is the case where Cred( Z ) = 1 and 
Cred( B ) = 0 for B  = Z . Here the only fusion that has any credibil- 
ity is the one using all of the supplied probability distributions. 
Another type of credibility function can be based on the require- 
ment that “at least λ%” of the probability distributions are included 
in the fusion. Here Cred( B ) = 1 if Cred (B ) t ≥ λ and Cred( B ) = 0 oth- 
erwise. Closely related is a credibility function that requires that 
“most” of the probability distributions are included in the fusion. 
Here we can represent “most” as a fuzzy subset M on the unit 
interval [15] . In this case for any subset B of Z we can obtain 
Cred( B ) = M ( Cred (B ) Z ) the membership grade of Cred (B ) Z in the fuzzy 
subset M . 
The preceding examples of credibility functions have not taken 
into account any distinction between the sources providing the 
probability distributions. Another type of credibility function can 
be obtained if we associate with each P i a value αi ∈ [0, 1] 
so that 
∑ t 
i =1 αi = 1 . Here αi can be seen as some indication 
of the importance of P i . Using these importance we can obtain 
Cred( B ) = ∑ P i ∈ B αi . 
Another class of credibility functions can be obtained as follows. 
Let F i for i = 1 to q be a collection of subsets of Z . We note that 
formally this collection need not satisfy any special requirements, 
that is, they do not have to be disjoint or cover the whole space 
Z . Further we associate with each F i a value αi ∈ [0, 1] so that ∑ q 
i =1 αi = 1. We now can use this collection of subsets of Z to con- 
struct various kinds of credibility functions. Let Poss( F i / B ) = 1 if F i 
∩ B  = ∅ and Poss( F i / B ) = 0 if F i ∩ B = ∅ . Using this we can obtain 
Cred( B ) = ∑ q 
i =1 αi Poss( F i / B ). Here we have associated with the col- 
lection of sources q categories and if a fusion contains an element 
from category F i it get αi points. 
Related to this is another credibility function using Cert( F i / B ) 
which is defined so that Cert( F i / B ) = 1 if F i ⊆ B and Cert( F i / B ) = 0 if 
F i  B . Using this we can obtain Cred( B ) = 
∑ q 
i =1 αi Cert( F i / B ). Here 
again we have q categories and a fusion using B distributions how- 
ever we get αi credibility points if the fusion contains all the ele- 
ments in a category F i . 
Many different types of functions can be constructed to reflect 
various complex relations regarding the credibility of subsets of 
probability distribution. 
We note that we can use the Takagi-Sugeno [16] approach to 
fuzzy rule based modeling to build credibility functions. 
As an example of this fusion approach we consider a scenario of 
probability distributions of spatial locations in a search and rescue 
mission. Information from differing sources is common, but it is 
very important to make good decisions as to how to fuse such in- 
formation for most likely locations due to both the need for timely 
rescue and associated search costs. 
Specifically we assume there are three distributions, P 1, P 2 and 
P 3 that have source information relative to four potential spatial 
locations ( x 1, x 2, x 3, x 4) for the search. For example the first two 
distributions might have been obtained from UAVs or a search 
plane. The third which differs somewhat was obtained from local 
officials who, from their previous rescue experiences, provide what 
they believe are the probabilities for the four search locations. 
Now we examine these distributions determining their conflicts 
and the information (NegEnt) provided in the fusions. The distri- 
butions are: 
P 1 : ( . 5 , . 2 , . 2 , . 1 ) ; P 2 : ( . 4 , . 3 , . 2 , . 1 ) ; P 3 : ( . 1 , . 2 , . 1 , . 6 ) . 
Then 
| | P 1 | | = ( . 34 ) 1 / 2 = . 583 ; | | P 1 | | 2 = . 34 
| | P 2 | | = ( . 3 ) 1 / 2 = . 547 ; | | P 2 | | 2 = .. 3 
| | P 3 | | = ( . 42 ) 1 / 2 = . 648 ; | | P 3 | | 2 = . 42 
P 1 · P 2 = . 31 ; P 1 · P 3 = .. 17 ; P 2 · P 3 = . 18 
So now we can calculate the conflict 
Conf( i , j ) = 1 − ( Pi Pj )/(|| Pi || × || Pj ||) 
Conf(1,2) = 1 − .31/.583 × .548 = 1 − .972 = .028 
Conf(1,3) = 1 − .17/.548 × .648 = 1 − .450 = .550 
Conf(2,3) = 1 − .18/.548 × .648 = 1 − .507 = .493 
These conflicts are compatible with our intuitions by examin- 
ing the differences in the location probabilities particularly with 
respect to P 3. 
Next we can examine the possible pairwise fusions of the dis- 
tributions denoted by a distribution R ( i , j ): 
R (1,2) = (.45, .25, .2, .1); || R (1,2)|| 2 = .316 
R (1,3) = (.3, .2, .15, .35); || R (1,3)|| 2 = .275 
R (2,3) = (.25, .25, .15, .35); || R (2,3)|| 2 = .27 
So the distribution R (1,2) fusing the distributions with the least 
conflict provides the most information. The range for NegEnt val- 
ues of fusions depends on the characteristics of the particular dis- 
tributions. If we would fuse two identical distributions, the fusion 
information content would be the same as the original distribu- 
tion. So a better comparison for fused distributions is the ratio of 
the NegEnt to the average of the NegEnt of the original distribu- 
tions. If we do this we have 
|| R (1,2)|| 2 = .316/.32 = .988 
|| R (1,3)| 2 = .275/.38 = .724 
|| R (2,3)|| 2 = .27/.36 = .75 
This scaling reflects better the comparisons between the fused 
distributions. Also it reflects more appropriately the value for 
R(2,3) which has less conflict than R (1,3). 
Finally we can fuse all three distributions, R (1,2,3) 
R ( 1 , 2 , 3 ) = ( . 333 , . 233 , . 166 , . 266 ) ; | | R ( 1 , 2 , 3 ) | | 2 = . 264 
and the ratio is 
| | R ( 1 , 2 , 3 ) | | 2 = . 264 /. 353 = . 748 
So the ratio indicates that fusion of all three is roughly the 
same as R (2,3) but improved over R (1,3). 
The distributions and their information content provides an ini- 
tial basis for decisions on selections of search areas but in the next 
Section, 6 , we discuss how to use credibility along with NegEnt for 
a final fusion. So in that section we will revisit the above example 
using credibility. 
6. On weighted average fusion 
Let us now look further at the multi-source fusion problem. As- 
sume V is a variable taking its value in the space X = { x 1 , …, x n } and 
we have a collection Z = { P 1 , …, P t } of probability distribution type 
information about the value of V . In addition we assume a credi- 
bility function Cred is providing information about the credibility 
of fused values using different subsets of Z . 
Given a subset B of probability distributions from Z we can cal- 
culate the associated fused value, P B . In particular if | B | is the num- 
ber of distributions in B then P B = 1 | B | 
∑ 
P i ∈ B P i . Our Cred measure 
now provides the credibility associated with the fusion based on 
the subset B , Cred( B ). Here Cred( B ) ∈ [0, 1]. In addition we can 
calculate the NegEnt value of the information associated with the 
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fused value P B 
‖ P B ‖ 2 = 1 | B | 2 
⎡ 
⎢ ⎣ ∑ 
P i ∈ B 
|| P i | | 2 + 2 
t−1 ∑ 
i =1 
P i ∈ B 
t ∑ 
k = i +1 
P k ∈ B 
P i P k 
⎤ 
⎥ ⎦ 
Here also || P B || 
2 ∈ [0, 1]. 
Our objective now is to obtain a fused value P B that has both 
high values for Cred( B ) and || P B || 
2 . Since the number of possible 
subsets of Z is not prohibitive we can do an exhaustive search to 
find the best fusion. We first calculate for each subset B of Z its 
fused value P B and its associated credibility Cred(B) and NegEnt( B ), 
| P B || 
2 . We must now compare the P B based on their Cred( B ) and 
|| P B || 
2 . Here we are here faced with a multi-criteria decision prob- 
lem. 
We now introduce the idea of dominance. We say that a fu- 
sion based on subset B 1 dominates B 2 if Cred( B 1 ) ≥ Cred( B 2 ) 
and NegEnt ( B 1 ) ≥ NegEnt ( B 2 ) and at least one of these is a 
strictly greater then. We now remove all subsets that are domi- 
nated by some other subset. Our preferred fusion will be one of 
the non-dominated fusions. We point out here the collection of 
non-dominate fusions subsets have at least have one member with 
credibility equal one. This is true because the credibility of the fu- 
sion based on the whole set Z has credibility one and any subset B 
that dominates Z must have credibility one. 
At this point we have a collection of non-dominated fusions 
where each fusion is determined from a subset of space Z , we de- 
note these as B 1 , …, B r . For each subset B j we have its associated 
fusion P B j and its NegEnt value, || P B j ||2 and its credibility, Cred( B j ). 
Our objective is to use the information about the NegEnt value and 
credibility to select among these possible fusions, the P B j . 
If there is only one non-dominated fusion then this is our se- 
lected fusion. If there is more than one non-dominated fusion our 
procedure for adjudicating between these must involve the intro- 
duction of some subjective preference type information from the 
responsible decision-maker. Here rather than dictate a best way, 
we shall suggest some ways a decision-maker can to choose among 
the non-dominated fusions. We note other possibilities exist. 
Here we consider how to choose the final distribution based 
both on the information measure and credibility in our search and 
rescue example. We will use two of the possible credibility func- 
tions from the previous section, C 1 based on the number of distri- 
butions in a subset, and C 2 based on the idea of "most’ distribu- 
tions included in a subset. 
The collection of relevant probability distributions is Z = { P 1, 
P 2, P 3}. So there are seven subsets of Z to consider: B 1 = { P 1}, 
B 2 = { P 2}, B 3 = { P 3}, B 4 = { P 1, P 2}, B 5 = { P 1, P 3}, B 6 = { P 2, P 3}, 
B 7 = { P 1, P 2, P 3}. 
For the first credibility function, C 1, we use a threshold of at 
least two distributions included in a subset so we have 
C1 ( B 1 ) = C 1 ( B 2 ) = C 1 ( B 3 ) = 0 and C 1 ( B 4 ) = C 1 ( B 5 ) 
= C 1 ( B 6 ) = C 1 ( B 7 ) = 1 
Then for the second we use for the idea of "most" as the fuzzy 
value M 
M = 
{ 
0 | B | = 1 
. 7 | B | = 2 
1 . 0 | B | = 3 
and so using M for the second credibility we have 
C2 ( B 1 ) = C 2 ( B 2 ) = C 2 ( B 3 ) = 0 ;C 2 ( B 4 ) = C 2 ( B 5 ) = C 2 ( B 6 ) 
= 0 . 7 ;C2 ( B 7 ) = 1 
Now to make our selection of which distribution to use we 
need to use the concept of dominance related to the credibility 
and information. We can express this again as the predicate Dom 
( Bi , Bj ): 
Dom ( Bi, B j ) = [( Cre d ( Bi ) ≥ Cred ( B j ) ) ∧ ( | | Bi | | 2 
≥ | | B j | | 2 ) ∧ Cond (> )] 
where Cond ( > ) is true only if at least one of the “≥” is “> ”. 
If Dom( Bi , Bj ) is true then Bi dominates Bj and so Bj can be 
removed from consideration. 
In order to help working through the possible dominance com- 
binations for our example we provide the summarizing table: 
Subset NegEnt C1 C2 
B1 .34 0 0 
B2 .3 0 0 
B3 .42 0 0 
B4 .316 1 0 .7 
B5 .275 1 0 .7 
B6 .27 1 0 .7 
B7 .264 1 1 .0 
We can assess Dom for each of the two credibility functions 
above to obtain the collection, ND, of non-dominated subsets. For 
the first credibility function we see that B3 dominates B1 and B2 
as all three have C1 = 0 and B3 has a strictly greater NegEnt. Then 
B 1, B 2 ∈ ND. Likewise B 4 dominates B 5, B 6 and B 7 so B 5, B 6, B 7 ∈ 
ND. Finally we have to consider the dominance relationship of B 3 
and B 4. Since ( C 1( B 3)) = 0) < C 1( B 4) = 1), B 3 cannot dominate B 4. 
Also || B 4|| 2 < || B 3|| 2 , so B 4 cannot dominate B 3 and we have two 
non-dominated subsets 
ND = { B 3 , B 4 } 
For this case of more than one non-dominating fusion we must 
utilize some subjective considerations to select the most appropri- 
ate one. A possible consideration is that the distribution P 3 ob- 
tained from the local officials might be thought of as more reliable 
than the fusion, B 4, of the less effective sensor obtained probabili- 
ties P 1 and P 2. 
Finally we examine dominance relations for the second credi- 
bility function C 2. As for C 1, B 3 dominates B 1 and B 2 and B 4 dom- 
inates B 5 and B 6 but not B 7 since [ C 2( B 4) = .7] < [ C 2( B 7) = 1]. So 
again the dominated subsets are eliminated: B 1, B 2, B 4, B 5 ∈ ND. 
Now B 3 cannot dominate B 4 or B 7 due to credibility since [ C 2( B 3) 
= 0] < [( C 2( B 4) = .7] and [ C 2( B ) = 1.0]. Also B 4 cannot dominate 
B 3 since || B 4|| 2 < || B 3|| 2 and B 7 cannot dominate either B 3 or B 4 
since its NegEnt is less than either one. So for the credibility C 2 
ND = { B 3 , B 4 , B 7 } 
and again we must discuss how select one of these. The consider- 
ations discussed for C 1 can apply again to B 3 and B 4 but now B 7 
has to be considered also. A criteria here might dictate that since 
B 7 has the highest credibility due to being the fusion of all three 
probabilities it should be chosen. 
One observation we would like to make is that there appears to 
be some asymmetry between the two criteria, credibility and infor- 
mation content. In particular with regard to information content 
it would appear that we would like to obtain as much of this as 
possible, while with regard to credibility it may be that we want 
to have at least a certain level of credibility. Thus if we do not 
have some minimal degree of credibility any amount of informa- 
tion may not compensate. There appears a kind of priority here 
[17-19] . 
One approach here is for the responsible decision maker to pro- 
vide some minimal level of credibility, λ and the select the fusion 
with the maximal NegEnt value having at least this level of credi- 
bility. In anticipation of generalizing this idea we could look at this 
approach a little more formally. Let S : [0, 1] → [0, 1] be a function 
such that for any degree of credibility y , S ( y ) indicates the decision 
makers degree of satisfaction with this level y of credibility. Here 
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Fig. 3. Degree of satisfaction for credibility values. 
S should be monotonic and have S (1) = 1 and S (0) = 0. Using this 
function we can associate with the fusion based on a subset B of 
Z a value, Qual( B ) = S (Cred( B )) || P B || 2 . Here then we select as our 
fusion value the P B so that its Qual( B ) is maximal. 
If we consider the function S so that S ( y ) = 0 for y < λ and 
S ( y ) = 1 for y ≥ λ we get the previous method for selecting the 
preferred fused value. In this case 
Qual ( B ) = || P B | | 2 for Cred ( B ) ≥ λ
Qual ( B ) = 0 for Cred ( B ) < λ
Once having introduced this type of S function we can consider 
other formulas for S . One formula is shown in Fig. 3 . Here if λ1 = 
λ2 =λ then we get the previous case. If λ1 =0 and λ2 =1 then we 
get Qual( B ) = Cred( B ) || P B || 2 , the product of credibility and informa- 
tion content. 
It is also possible to use Zadeh’s idea of computing with words 
[20] to determine the form of S . Here we can linguistically specify 
some requirements for our requested degree of satisfaction by the 
credibility. We can represent this as a fuzzy set of the unit interval 
and then represent S as this fuzzy set. 
Another approach for obtaining the quality of a fusion is to use 
the idea of prioritized aggregation introduced by Yager [19] . Here 
the score associated with a fusion is a weighted sum of its credibil- 
ity and NegEnt, however here the weight associated with the crite- 
ria having the lower priority depends on the degree of satisfaction 
of higher order criteria. As a result of this relationship, lack of sat- 
isfaction to the higher priority criteria cannot be compensated for 
by very high satisfaction to the lower priority criteria. More for- 
mally the score of the fusion based on the subset B is determined 
as Score( B ) = w 1 Cred( B ) + w 2 || P B || 2 . However here w 2 w 1 = 
Cred( B ) 
1 . Nor- 
malizing the weights so that w 1 +w 2 =1 we get 
Score ( B ) = 1 
1 + Cred (B ) Cred ( B ) + 
Cred (B ) 
1 + Cred (B ) ‖ P B ‖ 
2 
= Cred (B ) 
1 + Cred (B ) 
(
1 + ‖ P B ‖ 2 
)
Here we see that if 
Cred (B ) Score (B ) 
0 0 
1 / 2 1 / 3(1 + || P B || 2 ) 
1 1 / 2(1 + || P B || 2 ) 
More generally if Cred( B ) = n / d then Score( B ) = n 
d+ n (1 + || P B || 2 ). 
Thus if Cred( B ) = 1/4 then Score( B ) = 1 5 (1 + || P B || 2 ) and if 
Cred( B ) = 3/4 then Score( B ) = 3 7 (1 + || P B || 2 ). If the credibility is 
90% then n 
d 
= 9 10 and Score( B ) = 9 19 (1 + || P B || 2 ). 
7. Unequally weighted fusions 
In the preceding we assumed that starting with the set 
Z = { P 1 , …, P t } we selected a subset B of Z and found our fusion 
by taking an equally weighted aggregation of the probability dis- 
tributions in B . Here we suggest a more general approach based 
on a non-uniform weighted average of the elements in Z . So here 
we let W = [ w 1 , …, w t ] be a set of weights where w i ∈ [0, 1] and ∑ t 
i =1 w i = 1 and we obtain a fusion P W =
∑ t 
i =1 w i P i . Here P W is a 
probability distribution whose j th component P W ( j ) = 
∑ t 
i =1 w i p i j . 
We note here that the type of exhaustive search through all 
possible fusions to find the best fusion is not feasible here as there 
are too many possibilities. The preceding fusions obtained by us- 
ing a simple average of the probability distributions in the subset 
B is a special case of using W obtained by assigning the weights as 
w i = 1 | B | for P i ∈ B and w i =0 for P i ∈ B . 
In this new situation we see that 
|| P W || 2 = 
n ∑ 
j=1 
( 
t ∑ 
i =1 
w i P i j 
) 2 
= 
t ∑ 
i =1 
w 2 i || P i || 2 + 2 
t−1 ∑ 
i =1 
t ∑ 
k = i +1 
w i w k P i P k 
It can be shown that 
∑ t 
i =1 w 
2 
i 
+ 2 ∑ t−1 i =1 ∑ t k = i +1 w i w k = 1 and thus 
|| P W || 
2 is a weighted average of the complements of the Gini en- 
tropies and the Gini cross entropies. 
Thus || P W || 
2 provides an indication of the information in a fu- 
sion based on using the weighted function W = [ w 1 , …, w t ]. Here 
|| P W || 
2 ∈ [0, 1] and the bigger the value the more information, less 
uncertainty. 
A second aspect in determining the quality of the fusion ob- 
tained by using the weighted value W = [ w 1 , …, w t ] is the credi- 
bility of this fusion. In order to determine the credibility associ- 
ated with the weight vector W , Cred( W ), our point of departure 
will be the given credibility measure Cred: 2 Z → [0, 1] which as- 
sociates with each subset B ⊆ Z a value Cred( B ) ∈ [0, 1]. Using 
some ideas provided by Wang and Klir [21] about extending set 
measures we can obtain from this a credibility function, ˜ Cred ( W ), 
which associates with each vector W a value in the unit interval 
indicating a credibility of a fusion using a weighting of P i based on 
the weights in W. In order to accomplish this we take the Choquet 
integral of a function f on Z with respect to the measure Cred on Z 
[22-24] . Here f is defined as f ( P i ) = w i Ma x j [ w j ] . Thus f ( P i ) is the weight 
assigned to P i divided by the Max weight in W . Parenthetically, f 
can be viewed as the membership function of a fuzzy subset of Z . 
We obtain the Choquet integral of f with respect to the measure 
Cred as follows [21] . Let ind be an index function so that ind( j ) 
is the index of element in Z with the j th largest value for f , it is 
essentially the element in Z with the j th largest value for w i . Here 
then f ( P ind( j ) ) = 
w ind ( j) 
Ma x i [ w i ] 
is the j th largest value for f ( Pi ). We now let 
H j = { P ind( k ) | k = 1 to j }, it is the subset of Z with the j largest values 
of f. We note it is also the subset of Z with the j largest weights. 
Using this we obtain via the Choquet integral 
˜ Cred ( W ) = 
t ∑ 
j=1 
(Cred( H j ) − Cred( H j−1 ) ) f ( P ind ( j ) ) 
˜ Cred ( W ) = 
t ∑ 
j=1 
( Cre d ( H j ) − Cred ( H j−1 ) ) 
w ind ( j) 
Ma x i [ w i ] 
˜ Cred ( W ) = 1 
Ma x i [ w i ] 
t ∑ 
j=1 
( Cre d ( H j ) − Cred ( H j−1 ) ) w ind( j) 
Consider now our original situation in which we used a sub- 
set B of Z with uniformly weighted components to get our fused 
value. Here the Credibility of this is Cred( B ). Let us show that we 
get this same value in the more general framework of using of vec- 
tor W . In this case we have as previously noted that W is such 
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that w i = 1 | B | for P i ∈ B and w i =0 for P i ∈ B . In this case we get 
Max[ W ] = Max i [ w i ] = 1 | B | . Here we see that ˜ Cred ( W ) is equal to 
1 
Max [ W ] 
[ | B | ∑ 
j=1 
( Cre d ( H j ) − Cred ( H j−1 )) w ind ( j) 
+ 
t ∑ 
j= | B | +1 
( Cre d ( H j ) − Cred ( H j−1 )) w ind( j) 
] 
Since w ind( j ) = 1 | B | for j=1 to | B | and w ind( j ) =0 for j= | B |+1 to t we 
get 
˜ Cred ( W ) = 1 
Max [ W ] 
[ | B | ∑ 
j=1 
( Cre d ( H j ) − Cred ( H j−1 )) 
1 
| B | 
] 
with Max[ W ] = 1 | B | we see that ˜ Cred ( W ) = 
∑ | B | 
j=1 ( Cre d ( H j ) −
Cred( H j - 1 )). Further we see that 
˜ Cred ( W ) = 
| B | ∑ 
j=1 
( Cre d ( H j ) − Cred ( H j−−1 )) = Cred ( H | B | ) 
−Cred () = Cred ( H | B | ) . 
Since H | B | is the set of elements in Z with that | B | largest 
weights, H | B | =B we get as desired that ˜ Cred ( W ) = Cred( B ) in this 
case. 
We can express ˜ Cred (W) = ChoqCred( f W ) where f W is the func- 
tion f W ( P i ) = w i Max[ W ] . We shall now look at little more carefully at 
this ˜ Cred function. 
First let us make the following notation comment. If B is any 
non-empty subset of Z then we shall denote W B as its the weight- 
ing vector with all w j = 1 | B | for P j ∈ B and w j =0 for all P j ∈ B . We 
note here that f ( P j ) = 1 for all P j ∈ B and f ( P j ) = 0 for P j ∈ B . 
Theorem. Assume W B is any weighting vector that has weights of 
zero for any element not in B , then ˜ Cred ( W B ) ≥˜ Cred ( W B ). 
Proof. Let f B and f B be the associated function for each of these 
weighted vectors. Here we have 
f B ( P j ) = 1 for P j ∈ B 
f B ( P j ) = 0 for P j / ∈ B 
and 
f B ( P j ) ≤ 1 for P j ∈ B 
f B ( P j ) = 0 for P j / ∈ B 
From this we see that f B ( P j ) ≥ f B ( P j ) for all P j . From 
the monotonicity of the Choquet integral [22] we get 
˜ Cred ( W B ) = ChoqCred( f B ) ≥ ChoqCred( f B ) ≥ Cred( W B ). 
More generally we see the following 
Theorem. Let D ⊆ B be two subsets of Z . Let W D be a weighting 
vector that has zero weights for any element not in D . Then ˜ Cred ( W B ) 
≥˜ Cred ( W D ) 
Proof. Here again we have f B ( P j ) = 1 for P j ∈ B and f B ( P j ) = 0 for P j 
∈ B while f D ( P j ) ≤ 1 for P j ∈ D and f D ( P j ) = 0 for P j ∈ D , P j ∈ D¯ 
where D¯ ∩ B  = ∅ . 
From this we get f B ( P j ) ≥ f D ( P j ) for all P j . The result again fol- 
lows from the monotonicity 
A corollary of the preceding is that if D ⊆ B then ˜ Cred ( W B ) ≥
˜ Cred ( W D ). This is of course the same as the monotonicity of the 
measure Cred, Cred( B ) ≥ Cred( D ) if D ⊆ B . 
If W is a weighting vector such that the components in B are 
non-zero while those that are not in B are zero we say that W is 
based on B . 
So we have shown for any weight based on B the most credi- 
bility occurs if we uniformly assign the weights to the elements in 
B . 
More generally from the monotonicity of the Choquet integral 
we see if W = [ w 1 , …, w t ] and ˆ W = [ ˆ  w1 , …, ˆ wt ] are two sets of 
weighting vectors so that 
w j 
Max [ W ] 
≥ ˆ wj 
Max [ ˆ  W ] 
for all j then ˜ Cred ( W ) 
≥˜ Cred ( ˆ  W ). 
We note that while there exists some type of relationship be- 
tween the choice of weighting vector W and ˜ Cred ( W ), the relation- 
ship between || P W || 
2 and the choice of the weights is more com- 
plex since || P W || 
2 = ∑ t j=1 w 2 i || P i | | 2 + 2 ∑ t−1 i =1 ∑ t k = i +1 w i w k P i P k . 
An interesting characterizing feature we can associate with each 
P i is R i = 1 t−1 
∑ t 
k =1 
k = i 
P i P k . We see R i is the average cross-information. 
Clearly the bigger this value the more desirable the probability 
distribution P i is for including in the weighted fusion. Similarly, 
the larger || P i || 
2 the more desirable the P i is for including in the 
weighted fusion. 
Here then given a set of probability distributions, Z = { P 1 , …, P t } 
and a credibility measure Cred on Z , the question we are faced 
with is the problem of how to select the appropriate weights for 
the fusion given our interest in obtaining a fused value that is both 
informative and credible. While we have provided formulations for 
calculating the information, || P W || 
2 and credibility, ˜ Cred ( W ) given a 
weighting vector W, the process of obtaining the optimal weighted 
vector W is a difficult multi-criteria optimization problem. Given 
the apparent difficulty of solving this optimization problem we 
shall look for some satisficing solution to this problem. 
Here again we shall assume some minimal required level of 
credibility α and look for solutions with a large value of || P W || 
2 
that have at least this minimal level of credibility. Let us look at 
the formulation for || P W || 
2 
|| P W | | 2 = 
t ∑ 
i =1 
w 2 i i P 
2 
i 
+ 2 
t−1 ∑ 
i =1 
t ∑ 
k = i +1 
w i w k P i P k 
We note that terms P i P k and P 
2 
i 
can be calculated off line and 
are independent of choice of W . 
Let us denote these as follows P i P k =m ik and P 2 i =m ii . Thus here 
then 
|| P W | | 2 = 
t ∑ 
i =1 
w 2 i m ii + 2 
t−1 ∑ 
i =1 
t ∑ 
k = i +1 
w i w j m ik 
and we have the constraints that 
∑ t 
i =1 w i = 1 and all w i ∈ [0, 1]. 
Here our objective is to try to get || P W || 
2 as large as possible. In 
addition ˜ Cred ( W ) = ∑ t j=1 ( Cre d ( H j ) − Cred( H j - 1 ))  w ind ( j) Max (W ) which 
we require to have a value of at least α. 
A useful characterizing feature we can associate with the basic 
Cred measure on the space Z = { P 1 , …, P 2 } is its Shapely index [25- 
27] . For any P j ∈ Z we define its Shapely index S j as 
S j = 
t−1 ∑ 
k =0 
⎛ 
⎜ ⎝ γk ∑ 
K⊂F j 
| K| = k 
( Cre d (K ∪ { P j } ) − Cred (K)) 
⎞ 
⎟ ⎠ 
In the above K is a subset of cardinality | k |, F j =Z − { P j } and 
γ k = (n −k −1)! k ! n ! . It can be shown that S j ∈ [0, 1] and 
∑ t 
j=1 S j =1 
[27] . This index can be seen as the average increase in “credibility”
obtained by adding the element P j to a set that does not contain 
it. We note that it can be shown that if Cred is a simple additive 
measure with Cred({ P j }) = αj then S j = αj and if Cred is a cardinality 
based measure, then S j =1/ t for all j [27] . 
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Using these Shapely index values we can obtain an approxima- 
tion to the credibility of a subset associated with a weighting vec- 
tor W = [ w 1 , …, w t ] in particular 
˜ Cred ( W ) = 
t ∑ 
j=1 
S j 
w j 
Ma x i [ w i ] 
We recall that for the case where W is related to a crisp subset 
B of X , w j =1/| B | for all P j ∈ B and w j =0 for all P j ∈ B . Here then 
Max i [ w i ] = 1/| B | and we have 
w j 
Ma x i [ w i ] 
= 1 for P j ∈ B and 
w j 
Ma x i [ w i ] 
= 0 
for P j ∈ B . From this we get ˜ Cred ( B ) = 
∑ 
x j ∈ B S j = Cred( B ). This is 
Cred( B ) for the special case of uniform weights. 
Using this definition for ˜ Cred ( W ) we now formulate our prob- 
lem of finding the most informative weighted fusion of the ele- 
ments of Z given that we want a minimal credibility of α. In par- 
ticular the problem becomes: Find w 1 , …, w t to 
Maximize : || P W | | 2 = 
t ∑ 
i =1 
w 2 i m ii + 2 
t−1 ∑ 
i =1 
t ∑ 
k = i +1 
w i w k m ik 
such that 
(1) 1 
Ma x i [ w i ] 
∑ t 
i =1 w i S i , N ≥ a 
(2) w i ∈ [ 0 , 1 ] 
(3) 
∑ t 
i =1 w i = 1 
This is a nonlinear mathematical programming problem. 
8. Conclusion 
Our objective here was to obtain quality-fused values about the 
value of a variable from information provided by multiple sources 
in the form of probabilistic distributions. Here quality was mea- 
sured by a lack uncertainty in the fused value, more informative 
fused values and the use of credible sources. We introduced a vec- 
tor representation for a probability distribution and using the Gini 
formulation for entropy we showed how the norm of the vector 
provides a measure of the certainty, information, associated with 
a probability distribution. We looked at special cases of fusion for 
source inputs that were maximally uncertain and certain. We pro- 
vided a measure of credibility associated with subsets of sources. 
We looked at the issue of finding the highest quality fused value 
from the weighted aggregations of source provided probability 
distributions. 
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